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Outline

• Optics-inspired spin wave devices
• The methodology of inverse design
• Machine learning integrated with micromagnetics

• Design of neural networks
• Design of complex reservoirs

• Using FIB to to tune magnetic properties
• Optically-inspired devices using FIB
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• Complex, wave-based computing devices became 
an experimental reality over the last few years

• Most of the ideas are inspired by optics
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Inverse design in optics
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Inverse design for metamaterials / nanophotonic 
devices 

Inverse design for neuromorphic computing functions



Spintorch: machine learning – neural network style
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• The learning engine performs inverse design without knowledge of the physics (black box) –
so it should work for active medium as well. 

• Algorithm is well-established for machine learning the parameters of hidden weights in neural 
networks
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Back Propagation Through Time (BPTT) – a bit of 
background on machine learning

Source: wikipedia

If you write your code in Pytorch the unfolding is done automatically 



Machine learning to design magnetic nanostructures – two 
approaches
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Physical structure: programming magnets on top of YIG film
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10 µm

Waveguide 

Spin-wave amplitude pattern
Magnetic punch-card program

Pick-up points 

Programmable dot array (punch card) on top of YIG film
Single waveguide input for information coded in waveform

This is not the easiest-to-realize way of doing it – stay tuned till the end of the talk
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One application: vowel recognition

Vowels waveforms are scaled up to microwave frequencies and applied on the waveguide
Different vowels will lead to intensity maxima at different pick-up points
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Distinguishing linear training from nonlinear training
1 mT excitation 20 mT excitation 50 mT excitation

Out 1

Out 2

Interference patterns if a 3 GHz and a 4 GHz input is simultaneously applied and the following training function is defined:
Training goal: 

• Focus waves on Out 1 at 3 GHz input frequency
• Focus waves on Out 1 at 4 GHz input frequency
• Focus waves on Out 2 if and only if 3 and 4 GHz are simultaneously present

The network learns poorly at small amplitudes but gets much better at high amplitudes
The task cannot be learned if the superposition principle holds for the waves.

10 𝝁m 

Linear regime Moderate nonlinearity Strong nonlinearity
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Out 2

Out 1

Out 2
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1 mT (linear) 50 mT (nonlinear)
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Recognizing vowels that were part of the training set

1 mT learning curve

50 mT learning curve

• Recognizing the dominant spectral component does not require nonlinearity – so for this task there is only a slight 
improvement with nonlinearity and learning becomes faster. 

• Recognizing the elements of the training set does not yet demonstrate the superiority of nonlinear behavior.
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Network performance as a function of training steps (epochs)

Wave pattern Average intensity at 
output Wave pattern Average intensity at 

output



1 mT - linear 50 mT – highly nonlinear

Network performance for generalization (recognizing unseen samples)

• The network is trained on a small set of vowels, and then a new set  of vowels (that was not present in the training set) 
is used for testing. Confusion matrix should look diagonal for perfect recognition.

• Nonlinear regime is significantly better in recognizing unseen samples – this really is a neural  network that learns.
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We designed and trained networks at different excitation amplitudes. Clearly, there is an optimum amplitude, where 
the nonlinearity is sufficiently high but no chaotic behavior occurs

Excitation amplitude vs. network performance

Linear regime Chaotic regime



Design for complexity: kernel rank and generalization rank

• Kernel rank
• „KR is a measure of the reservoir’s ability to separate distinct 

input patterns.”
• Measures how much the reservoir can increase the parameter 

space.
• Generalization rank

• „GR is a measure of the reservoir’s capability to generalize given 
similar input streams.”

• Low GR means a robust ability to map similar inputs to similar 
reservoir states (i.e. exclude noise, avoid chaos).

• To some extent it also addresses fragility / sensitivity of the 
system

Dale M, Miller JF, Stepney S, Trefzer MA. 2019 A substrate-independent framework to characterize reservoir computers. 
Proc. R. Soc. A 475: 20180723. http://dx.doi.org/10.1098/rspa.2018.0723

Nonlinear system
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A ‘good’ nonlinear system can make 10 linearly independent 
outputs from 3 linearly independent inputs  (high kernel rank)

It should do it in a robust way, and map similar (small Euclidean 
distance) inputs to similar (small Euclidean distance) outputs à
generalization rank
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Reservoir metrics for a trained scatterer

• There is a range of excitations where sufficiently strong and sufficiently 
robust nonlinearity is present. Paper about out findings is submitted to APL.

• These figures also show that there are approx. 8-10 useful outputs for the 
scatterer.

DISTRIBUTION STATEMENT D. Distribution authorized to Department of Defense and U.S. DoD contractors only. Other requests for this document shall be referred to DARPA/DSO.
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Training for  good reservoir performance

• From three linearly independent inputs the trained film generates six strong and at least nine reasonably strong linearly 
independent outputs.

• This could also serves as a metric for the computational performance of the scatterer

Plain film – poor perrformance

Randomly placed scatterers

Machine-learning optimized

DISTRIBUTION STATEMENT D. Distribution authorized to Department of Defense and U.S. DoD contractors only. Other requests for this document shall be referred to DARPA/DSO.



Experimental investigations

This is work from the group of Markus Becherer TUM, special thanks to 
Martina Kiechle



• n1 ≈ 6.67/3.75 = 1.77
• n2 ≈ 4.20/2.85 = 1.47
• n3 ≈ 3.10/2.10 = 1.46
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Changing YIG properties by FIB

Changing the dose Changing the filling factor



Making lenses using FIB



Mapping ion doses to Ms



Machine learning Ms and the dose



And it works!

Inverse-designed lens - simulation TR-MOKE measurement



Summary 
• Machine learning is a great tool to design magnetic / magnonic nanostructures
• Allows to design the system at once, solves the interconnection problem
• We hope that it could be used for other types of magnetic systems
• Nonlinear spin waves are an excellent media to do wave-based neuromorphic 

computing
• L machine learning is very computationally intensive – this limits the 

complexity of the system that can be simulated
• FIB is excellent tool for prototyping spin wave scatterers

• Code is in github : https://github.com/a-papp/SpinTorch


